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Ervin

C linical staff members at hospice 
organizations often choose their 
line of work to make a difference in 

the lives of others. Although their primary 
focus is always on providing patients and 
their families with the best possible care, they 

also acknowledge that healthcare is 
changing and understand that there 
is more regulatory scrutiny every 
day. Hospice clinical staff members 
look for ways to meet the needs 
of those they serve while remain-
ing compliant, because compliant 
practice helps to ensure that the 

organization will continue to fulfill its pur-
pose of bringing comfort, peace, and calm to 
those in need. My job as a hospice compliance 
professional is to help our hospice care clinical 
staff provide compliant, high-quality care. I 
work to make the connection between compli-
ance and practice easier and more streamlined 

so that compliance is just a part of everyday 
thinking and practice. 

Hospice is an area of healthcare under 
intense scrutiny. Not unlike other areas of 
healthcare, hospice programs operate under a 
significant number of rules and regulations. 
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS), the Office for Civil Rights (OCR), state 
survey agencies, and accrediting bodies pro-
vide oversight. Hospice, unlike some other 
areas of healthcare, is not required to have a 
compliance program. However, the Health and 
Human Services Office of Inspector General 
(OIG) released compliance program guidance 
for hospices in 1999, and a hospice would have 
a very difficult time explaining the lack of a 
formal compliance program today.

Making it fun
When I first started my career in 
Compliance, after serving as a hospice nurse 
for many years, my hospice organization cre-
ated a formal compliance program. As the 
compliance officer, it was my responsibility 

by Kerri Ervin, MS, RN, CHC, CHPN, CHPCA

Using Corporate Compliance 
and Ethics Week to brand a 
compliance program
 » Use fun and innovative ideas to integrate compliance into day-to-day operations.
 » Celebrating Corporate Compliance and Ethics Week creates awareness and recognition of the compliance program.
 » Compliance program mascots can be a good way to create long-term recognition of the compliance program.
 » Celebrating Corporate Compliance and Ethics Week helps compliance programs provide information that clinicians need to 
reinforce compliant, high-quality care to patients and community members.

 » Branding a compliance program helps cement it into an organization’s culture and create long-term engagement. 

Kerri Ervin (kervin@avowcares.org) is Corporate Compliance Officer at 
Avow, Inc. in Naples, FL.
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to implement the program within the 
organization. Knowing that the word “com-
pliance” often caused eyes to glaze over 
and staff members to zone out, I knew I 
needed some fun, innovative, and engag-
ing ideas for implementing the program. To 
gather information and receive inspiration, 
I attended the 2014 Compliance Institute in 
San Diego and attended a session on ways 
to grow compliance programs. There were 
many fun and innovative ideas presented 
during the session, but one idea truly reso-
nated with me. The idea was to brand the 
new compliance program and to hold a pro-
gram kickoff during Corporate Compliance 
and Ethics Week. By using a mascot, naming 
contest, and other fun ways to involve staff 
members, we would be able to grow famil-
iarity with the compliance program while 
gathering and maintaining attention over a 
full week.

After the Compliance Institute ended, 
I returned home with many good ideas, 
excited about celebrating Corporate 
Compliance and Ethics Week at my orga-
nization. Thinking strategically, I could 
see how branding the program would help 
cement it into the organization’s culture and 
create long-term engagement. I reviewed the 
HCCA website and all the great resources on 
Corporate Compliance and Ethics Week. 

I reached out to staff members in our 
Quality department and Communications 
department to collaborate on implement-
ing a week of activities to launch the new 
program. Together, we came up with the 
idea of creating a mascot to bring awareness 
and recognition to the program. The idea 
of a cute, fun, and recognizable compliance 
owl mascot was an immediate hit with the 
group. The Communications department 
used a variety of images of a commercial 
owl graphic, including different versions for 
holidays and seasons, and they even paired 

the compliance owl sitting on a hippo to 
symbolize HIPAA compliance. 

Getting everyone involved
Just before Corporate Compliance and Ethics 
Week, we presented the owl mascot to all staff 
members, along with details about an organi-
zation-wide naming contest. Team members 
and departments were asked to create and 
submit names for the mascot, with the winner 
to be announced on the last day of Corporate 
Compliance and Ethics Week. Departments 
were excited about the contest, and they 
worked together to create fun and interesting 
compliance-related names. 

When the big week arrived, we contin-
ued to promote the contest while increasing 
awareness of compliance in the organization 
through daily emails, word searches, cross-
word puzzles, and prizes. We hosted a large 
luncheon for all team members and played 
HIPAA- and compliance-themed games while 
team members enjoyed a meal and good com-
pany. Team members were able to develop 
relationships with the compliance team mem-
bers and each other, making the formalized 
program less intimidating. 

At the end of the week, a committee met 
to review more than 60 submissions for the 
mascot naming contest. Although nearly 
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every team and department created and 
submitted a name, the Admissions depart-
ment won the contest with the name “Howie 
Dewitt.” In the weeks and months that fol-
lowed, team members would often ask when 
the newest version of Howie Dewitt would be 
released, eager to see his updated outfit for 
the next holiday or season. 

Celebrating our success
Today, Howie Dewitt, our compliance and 
ethics mascot, is on cards and posters for 
the compliance program. The mascot shows 
up weekly in the organization’s employee 
newsletter, which includes tips on compliant 

practice, and all new employees receive a card 
with the compliance hotline and a picture of 
him. When team members see the little owl, 
they know that compliant practice “is Howie 
Dewitt.” 

Branding and launching our compli-
ance program during Corporate Compliance 
and Ethics Week was a perfect strategy for 
our organization. Even a few years later, 
our clinical and non-clinical team members 
clearly remember the naming contest, the 
celebratory lunch, and most importantly, the 
information they need to provide compliant, 
high-quality care to our patients and commu-
nity members. 

Authors Debbie Troklus and Sheryl Vacca have updated Compliance 101 with 
changes in federal regulations, including HIPAA, HITECH, and the Omnibus Rule 
as well as new insights on what it takes to build an effective compliance program. 
This book reviews the fundamentals in healthcare compliance, including the seven 
essential elements of a compliance program. It includes: 

 •   Step-by-step instructions on setting up and maintaining a  
compliance program

 •  A chapter dedicated to HIPAA privacy and security regulations

 •  A glossary with compliance terms and definitions

 •  Sample compliance forms and policies

This book is ideal for compliance professionals new to the field, compliance 
committee members, compliance liaisons, board members, and others who  
need a foundation in compliance principles.

softcover available from HCCA: hcca-info.org/compliance101

eBook available from Amazon: bit.ly/Comp101Kindle & Kobo: bit.ly/Comp101ePub
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